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OPENING REMARKS
Mayor and Members of Council,
Ladies and gentlemen of the audience,
City Staff and colleagues, and Community Committee Members.
My name is Stacey Forfar and I am the Project Planner for the Historic
Neighbourhoods Strategy.
I am very pleased to be here before you this evening to share our Community
Committees accomplishments to date and our remaining work plan for the Historic
Neighbourhoods Strategy.
This Strategy is about a back-to-basics look at what we as a City are doing well,
what we are not doing so well and what we need to do to improve the liveability of
this central area of our City.
And we are asking the residents themselves – those who call these neighbourhoods
home – what the answers to those questions are.
Before we begin the presentation, I would like to take a moment to introduce our
Community Committee members and share a little about what it means to hold this
title.
These are 16 residents from each of the six identified historic neighbourhoods, all
different in age, sharing different lifestyles and with different family situations – in
other words, an arguably excellent cross-section of residents for one of the most
diverse areas of the City.
These are residents who have volunteered a great deal of their time, their energy,
their expertise and their citizen perspective to be a member of this Committee.
This Committee is chaired by Ward 2 Councillor Jeff Lehman and together these
residents are very literally guiding this process.
This has not meant a casual commitment to progress but rather almost daily contact
since this formalized process began back in June 2009.
We are very fortunate to have the members of this Committee.
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When we first met as a group back in June, none of us could pin-point exactly how
this process would move forward.
We all simply knew that there was a lot to do and many residents to reach.
Fortunately these Community Committee members have stayed with it, taking time
on weekends, evenings and during the day to respond to literally hundreds of emails,
dozens of phone calls and attend regular meetings and events.
They have done this in order to:
- review drafts of materials and approve final versions
- meet with the public to champion this process
- hand deliver invitation cards, newsletters and surveys to residents and
businesses throughout this area
- review proposed changes to our materials and our process
- provide input and commentary and respond to inquiries
- and most importantly, meet with their neighbours to find out what it is that
makes their neighbourhoods liveable and what is it that does not.
This projects success to date is because of the dedication and genuine commitment
to this process our Community Committee Members have felt as they have worked
to reach as many residents here as they could.
Genuine community consultation through many different avenues has taken place
since this process began, as without this public input, we literally would have no
results to share.
Thus, without further adieu: ladies and gentlemen of the audience, Mayor and
Members of Council, City staff and colleagues present this evening, please welcome
me in giving the Historic Neighbourhoods Strategy Community Committee Members
present here this evening a well deserved round of applause.

(DIRECT ATTENTION TO PRESENTATION)
Sue Ley from The Grove and Jim Perrin from West Village will begin our
presentation this evening.
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WHAT IS IT AND WHO IS INVOLVED? (Sue Ley)
The HNS is a new way to look at Community Planning in Barrie
Our motto is „People-led planning for Barrie’s older neighbourhoods’ and it is just this
Our goal is to create a liveability Strategy for the residents of these neighbourhoods
As a first step, we asked residents to name and define the boundaries of our historic
neighbourhoods, the results of which produced our final Historic Neighbourhoods
Map
We then have been asking residents what the City is doing well, what the City is not
doing so well at and what the City can do to improve the liveability of this area for the
future
This is a proactive way to find out what is important to residents as the City looks to
accommodate a large portion of future growth here
This is a Council endorsed initiative with dedicated staff provided to the Community
Committee
The process is targeted to reach and involve residents of the historic
neighbourhoods and to date, we have done just that
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WHAT MAKES THE HNS PROCESS DIFFERENT? (Jim Perrin)
The traditional planning process in municipalities does not usually directly involve
residents. The Historic Neighbourhoods Strategy process however does.
This process looks to residents to tell the City how we can ensure that the livability of
the historic neighbourhoods remains and improves as the City looks to
accommodate additional growth.
In fact, this process is entirely reliant on the active involvement of the residents who
call these neighbourhoods home. The Historic Neighbourhoods Strategy will not be
a product of staff or consultants, but of the wishes of the residents themselves.
This is not a common practice for municipalities and indeed, the City of Barrie has
shown leadership in their support for this process and a real interest in supporting
residents in their desire to become involved in improving the livability of their
neighbourhoods.
Our extensive public outreach efforts are identifying what residents consider to be
the good, the bad and the ugly components to their neigbourhoods.
The final Strategy will explain what it is residents are looking to City Hall to change
moving forward, in order to increase the livability of these neighbourhoods for all
future residents.
This process is “People-led” as residents themselves are shaping this Strategy
through their involvement.
They are working in concert with City Staff, blending their experience and
professionalism with the very important details that only people who live in and those
who shape a community can bring to the table.
This process has allowed connections to be made with the emerging resident groups
in this area including the Barrie Downtown Neighbourhood Association, the
emerging Allandale Neighbourhood Association as well as the West Village group.
Such support and commitment from the City to reach out to residents and support
them in their desire to be heard and to learn more about their neighbourhoods has
been one of the many excellent outcomes of this process to date.
And all of us are looking forward to the final Strategy where the „fruits of our labour‟
as residents will be put forward.
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WHY THE HNS?
The Province, under the Places to Grow Growth Plan, has designated the City of
Barrie an Urban Growth Centre
This designation is almost exclusively within the geographic boundary of the historic
neighbourhoods
The impact of this designation means that we will be looking to accommodate
approximately 2.5x the number of residents & jobs that currently exist here
Growth is to be accommodated through primarily:
-

Intensification and

-

Re-development

The HNS process is a proactive way to ensure the liveability of this area is not lost
as development moves ahead
This process provides a structure for residents to have a dialogue with the City to
discuss what is important to them to:
-

Retain, enhance, improve and/or remove

And to understand from a resident perspective the areas of the City that are perhaps
not appropriate for intensification in the future
This is a proactive way to learn and understand what residents consider to be the
good, the bad and the ugly about their neighbourhoods and the ways in which we as
a City can look to support and improve the liveability of these neighbourhoods going
forward.
By virtue of their geography, these neighbourhoods are those in which our cities
visitors and our other residents must travel through to access our downtown and the
cultural and civic opportunities this area holds as well as our waterfront.
Indeed, these are the neighbourhoods we invite visitors into to showcase our
heritage through our cities Heritage Walking Tours.
These are – in many respects – the neighbourhoods that showcase Barrie
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WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?
June 2009 launch of the website and Name Your Neighbourhood Campaign
Summertime delivery of invitation cards, brochures and posters
September BBQ at Centennial Beach, advertised via household mail-out
Promotional Materials published: magnets, brochure, posters, newsletter
September Neighbourhood Meetings and First Neighbourhood Survey (Existing
Situation)
Attended events including the Farmers Market and the Library to champion the
process
Produced the Background Report in December 2009
February 2010: Looked to visioning phase of this project
Co-ordinated the second mailing of invitation cards to all residents and businesses
Hosted Neighbourhood Workshops and produced and launched the Second
Neighbourhood Survey
Reached out to support and involve emerging residents groups including the Barrie
Downtown Neighbourhood Association, the Allandale Neighbourhood Association
and West Village neighbours
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Background Report:
Good news story:
Very diverse and inclusive
Median household income increasing
Average dwelling values increasing
Education attainment rates increasing
Crime rates generally declining

Growth Challenges:
Conservation of heritage structures
Re-development of Brownfield sites
Infrastructure upgrades to support intensification
Growing expectation by residents for information
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?
(Background Report)
GOOD NEWS STORY:
These are the most diverse neighbourhoods in the City in terms of the range of
available housing, services and amenities here for residents
Positive community indicators have been steadily increasing here including median
household income, average dwelling values and rates of education attainment
among residents.
Crime rates have also been found to be generally declining here as well
GROWTH CHALLENGES
Being the historic area of the City, there is a large inventory here of historic homes
and buildings that for many residents play a large part in the identity of their
neighbourhoods
Pressure for the conservation of historic buildings is an issue given the expectation
for future growth through intensification
Large swaths of these neighbourhoods were at one time also host to the heavy
industrial district of this City, supporting the businesses and industries that played a
part in bringing us to where we are today
This legacy however has left us with ground contamination is some areas here that,
although not an unusual situation for many other cities, remains something that will
need to be addressed when it comes to re-development
Being the oldest parts of the city, this area also contains some of the oldest
infrastructure in the City – and in many cases is the least capable of handling
intensification.
This means that in many cases, re-development will require significant upgrades to
our hard infrastructure in order to support such proposals
And no one likes to be caught off guard and as this City looks to accommodate
additional growth here, many residents are looking to be better informed
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Our Neighbourhoods Today:
Survey 1
Neighbourhood Meetings
Public Events

Emerging Themes:
Enhance existing public spaces
Ensure quality urban design standards
Provide a sense of place
Encourage continued investment
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?
(Our Neighbourhoods Today)
The fall outreach events focused on asking residents about their existing
neighbourhoods
We began with a BBQ to raise awareness about the Strategy and then released our
first Neighbourhood Survey and hosted two Neighbourhood Meetings to acquire
feedback
We also hosted several educational events to champion this process at the Library
and the Farmer‟s Market
EMERGING THEMES
Enhance Existing Public Spaces:
- Improve the quality of our public spaces by quickly removing graffiti and
garbage
- Additional maintenance of our naturalized parklands to improve the sense of
safety and usability of these spaces
Ensure Quality Urban Design Standards:
- Ensure new development adds to the public realm through good urban design
- Ensure historic buildings and features are meaningfully accommodated in new
development
Provide a Sense of Place to our Neighbourhoods:
- Provide an identity to our neighbourhoods through the use of unique historic
looking streets signs and street furniture
- Support community organization in a structured and meaningful way in order to
provide a venue for citizens to interact with City Hall
Encourage continued investment in our neighbourhoods:
- Address derelict properties through a co-ordinated effort
- Enforce existing by-laws which support quality of life (property standards)
- Encourage & support additional daily services such as grocery and pharmacy
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Our Neighbourhoods Future:
Survey 2
Neighbourhood Workshops
Public Events

Our Neighbourhood:










Celebrates its historic uniqueness
Has a sense of community & embraces diversity
Is a safe place to live & work
Adheres to unique urban design standards
Balances the size & density of dwellings
Is beautiful to be in & easy to manoeuvre through
Accessible to the waterfront & our downtown
Supports a mix of services & amenities
Communicates well with City Hall & others
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR?
(Our Neighbourhoods Future)
The winter outreach events focused on asking residents about the future of their
neighbourhoods – what is the vision
We released our second Neighbourhood Survey and hosted two Neighbourhood
Workshops to acquire feedback
EMERGING THEMES: Our Neighbourhood…
1. Celebrates its historic uniqueness:
Looking at new development being sensitive to the historic character of this
area
2. Has a sense of community & embraces diversity
Has areas for people to gather and is supportive of remaining inclusive and
being an area where anyone can live
3. Is a safe and clean place to live & work
4. Adheres to good urban design standards
5. Balances the size & density of dwellings to ensure compatibility
6. Is beautiful to be in & easy to manoeuvre through
7. Accessible to the waterfront & our downtown
8. Supports a mix of services & amenities
9. Communicates well with City Hall & others
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Draft Strategy: Spring 2010



Final Strategy: June 2010
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WHEN WILL THE HNS COME TO COUNCIL?
Draft Strategy – Spring 2010
Final Strategy – June 2010
The final Strategy will contain the specific items for change that have been identified
through our consultation efforts
It will also contain an implementation plan so Council understands the impact this
Strategy is proposing

(END of SLIDESHOW)
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There is a growing expectation by our Citizenry for meaningful involvement in the
public process of local governance.
The HNS process is a testament to this Cities dedication to reach out and look to
respond to this in new ways.
This process has been and continues to be a learning process for all involved.
New technology, new suggestions for engagement and new ideas have presented
challenges to our current rules and processes but none of which we as a group,
have not been able to overcome.
This process has required us taking a leap of faith sometimes, learning from our
successes and our failures in order to reach our ultimate objective - the first ever
Historic Neighbourhoods Strategy in the City of Barrie.
A Strategy that is truly a reflection of the communities‟ involvement: their vision, their
ideas and their suggestions to improve the liveability of their neighbourhoods, as the
City looks to plan for additional growth.
Mayor and Members of Council, Ladies and gentlemen of the audience, staff,
colleagues, and most importantly, Community Committee members here tonight –
thank you for your time this evening.
We would be happy to take any questions.
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